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Graham Says Americans Are Insecure

(G9ntinued from page :1)
whole town is ablaze-and I believe that our nation is in danger
of being mined with high explosives, ~:~nd that it is high time to
recruit a "deton~:~tion crew" which
ca.n successfully relieve the amdeties and fears that haunt the na·
tion.

<lust and bate in the world there
will be fighting and war. At best
we can only put a patch here
and a bit of ointment there. The
achievement of peace is as complicated as the human spirit, and
too much time is spent in trying
to change the world instead of
trying to change the men who
make the world what it is.

th\)re is already going on at this
moment in America a "quiet revolution," a11d it could reverse many
of the disturbing trends in our
society. As I travel from coast
to coast I find that thousands are
searching for peace of mind, a
reason for living, and a personal
relationship with God. I spoke for
three evenings on television last
August at prime evening time,
and within a matter of eight days
I bad received more than half a
million letters. Most of these letters came from people pouring out
their hearts, indicating a desperate inward search for peace of
soul. I find this true from Birmingham to New York and from
Kansas City to Los Angeles. Modern man is saying with David:
"As the heart panteth after the
water brooks, so pantetb my soul
after thee, 0 God."

AS .AMERICANS we have all
the elements for security, but we
THE THIRD illusion is th11 beare insecure, A distinguished Bri- lief that man is naturally good.
tisher said recently that he visit- I wish that were true, but uned an American home with three fortunately our news media each
cars in the garage, a gorgeous day report scores of incidents
living room with colo~; television
that indicate that something is
a kitchen filled with the latest basically wrong with man. Jereappliances and a beautiful pool miah once said: "The heart is
with a large patio, but the lady deceitful above all things, and
of the house was reading a book de!!perately wicked: who can
entitled "How To Be Happy"!
'know it?"
Why?
.
Where did we get the idea that
Recently I had breakfast with man is naturally good? We did
my friend, Walter Reuther, He not get it from the Greeks! Arispoke with great enthusiasm stotle said: 'There is no good in
I BELIEVE something vital and
about the technological break- mankind . • • :for man was born historic is beginning to happen
through that is taking plaee.
to evil.''
in America. There is a life-chang~
He exclaimed: "We are on the
Neither did we get it :from ing force and a society-changing
verge of paradise."
Judaism. Isaiah said: "All we power at work. The historian
I replied, "Walter, there is only like sheep have gone astray; we Lecky said of John Wesley, the
one flaw, and that is hum~:~n na- have turned eve;cy one to his own founder of the Methodist Church:
ture."
way."
"When he was converted it was a
He replied, "That's the flaw."
national
epoch.'' Out of the WesWHERE THEN did we get the leyan revivals
While I would be the last to try
came the SllCial
to turn the clock of history back- idea that man is inherently good? revolutions of Great Britain that
ward, I am of the conviction that We got it from the exponents <>f eventually led to sooial refonn
we have trusted in anchors not expurgation - from people like
America. Out of it came the
tied to the ship. We have followed . Sigmund Freud, who said that in
emancipation
of the slaves, an
sociological and philosophical man is a helpless creature of his end to child labor, the British
will-o'-the wisps, and we are ex- environment; or from Marx, who labor movement, the YMCA and
taught that man is good and that
periencing a l'Ude awakening.
society is evil; or from Njetzsche, many other soeial and political
THE FIRST illusion is that
taught that God is dead. The
money and things bring happi- who
that man is good but that
idea
ness and peace of mind. Material· circumstances,
environment and
ism without God in America is , society have made him the unnot much different from mater- desirable character he is, is a
ADVERTUIING RATBS:
ialism without God in a Com- false illusion. Man is rebellious 4 I)LASSIFlED
line ad., 65¢--4 tim..,, $2.00. 1 munist country. Adlai Stevenson
be submitted by noon on dq before
by nature, and the first rebellion muat
~ublicatio.n tn Room 169, Stodent Publlca"
in commenting upon our obsessio~ was
committed
in
Paradise
:with materialism, quoted a signi- where the environment was per- ~~~~IJildlng, cr telephone 2'17-400Z or
ficant verse from the Scriptures: fect!
HELP WANTED
''He gave them their request; but
YOU KONW .t.o .torgot t<J
sent leanness into their soul."
THE FOURm illusion is that IFpick
up his eap;y Df the Thundeibinl,
The American dream was the religion without personal comremind him they are available at the
Union Check Roo04
desire to give to every man, re- mitment and inv()\vement is
PERSONALS
gardless of national origin a. !enough, I have no quarrel with
place in the sun and an opportun. Marx when he said: "Religion PERSONALITY l'OSl'ERS, ~
Ski Pooten .., Bnttona. If don't
ity to live in security and free- is the opiate of the people.''
la.ve them, then :roll don't need then.
Send for &mph 4 List. KADAX
dom. The miracle of America Pseudo-religion has been a cloak
lltlTTERFLY'S GUt Shop, 46ot E.
emerged! Overnight paupers were to cover many a vile deed and
Collax, Denver, Co»nulo 80220.
turned into kings. We became mask the selfish motives ()f mil.
the richest nation in the history lions. When I go to a university
of the world. Then something be- to address students I never try
FOR RENT
gan to happen deep inside of us. to defend religion. Some of the NOTHING: JU!It a reminder that the
We threw our shoulders baek and bloodiest wars of history have
Thunderbird is out,
said, in effect, "See what we have been fought in the name of :reli- MOJOL\TE needed, male.. Four Seuoua
Apts. 207, 120 Cornell Dr. $U. JJe1'
done! See the golden calf we have gion, Prejudice, pride, bickering
month. One block tro.Q eampll! Call
fashioned with our own bands!" and even slavery have character24'1-&152. 2/lZ.lS.
'
We fell victim to the illusion of ized religious people. l cannot UNM CO-ED needs female :rt>OJDate t<J
the pl.'imacy of "things" and defend all that has gone on in
ohare large 2 bdrm. apt, in Uc:Henburk
Apt.. About $6&. P« month. Contaet• at
drifted from the spiritual genius the name of Christianity. Row218 Spruce NE &!ter 5 P= 2/21.
which made America great.
ever, I am trying to call people
FORaALE
WH.AT MAKES a nation great? back to a simple Jesus who said: THE THONDERBIRD wbi<;h Ia a 33 1/~
rpm record of )>OI!(s -.ling Ia !low
Its dreams, its hopes, its philoso- "Love your neighbor as yourself".
available free t<J students at the Uniom
phies, its ideals and its religious This is why Arnold Toynbee beCheck Room. Piek you~ eop;r up today.
;faith. When these are lost we lieved that "the outlook for the JEEPSTER '49. New t<Jp, windo-Ws. Ul>become sick, bored and devoid of West would be unpromising if
holotery, chlt<:h, lire!, etc:. Call 8421
8137.
there were to be no genuine reli·
great motivation.
AT'l'ENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS: One
A movie star I know related fu gious revival."
box of Photo PaJ>er, hlgb spee~ v arf..
me recently bow his son had dropI DO NOT contend for mere
l!:raDt Single Wt. 500 m.~ ••n ~ ~n
24a-t547.
.,.,.,.,.. ..-.vv. .,....
ped out of the University of Cali- :religious revivial, for religion per
.fornia to become a hippie. He ,sej religion as form, is flourishing. FOR $0.00 you can !let :rollr eopy of the
Th'!nderbird at the Union Check Room.
said: ''Father, I hate you, and I I do call for a renewal of a vital
Do •t today 9 :OO.S :00.
want you to know why I bate personal faith that will get at the
3 Mdrm. <len, fuoep:W... extra
you. I hate you because you have root of our problems by changing BY!g.OWNER,
garage full:r flniahed wjh A •fc.
work bench A sink. EJec kit<:hett,
given me too much. I have never the men who cause our problems.
beautiful carpets A drapes, 2 bathe.
had to struggle, or work, or fight! The great question is: "Row can
Couv, loan. l'.rioed FHA &IJI>raisal. AJ>I bate you for it!"
prox. $3000. w.iD handle. Call mominzs
we re-discover the faith which
or eves after 4 p.m. OWIIer leaving stat...
Affluency without moral stand- was once a dynamic, revolution299-5865.
ards, self-discipline and religious ·ary, life-changing force in our 1961 MATCHLESS Glillce road b,-ke (G 12
faith will act like a boomerang.
Engine}. "Featherbed" tn>e tmme.
society?" I can only speak from
$850. Phon<> 2(7-8927 &!ter 5. 1637
experience,
but
25
years
of
proGrand NE.
THE SECOND illusion widely
held in America is our belief that claiming a gospel to revolutionize MOTORCYCLE. Stmllti, 1955 lllodel J1.
50cc. B:elmct & taelc lnclodod. AbnMt
peace is a cause rather than an men bas demonstrated that there
new condition. Complete motor rehlilld
is
hope
for
any
and
every
perilon
etfect. We fought World War I
recently. Pri«! $130. Call 295-5652 or
:Mr. Watson at 277-IIBlL
World' War II, the Korean War: who will take God seriously. God
and are now fighting a strange in Ghrist is the greatest revolu· 1957 Chevy Wagon. V8, standard tr.ummisBion. Call 242-1!529. 2/26.
war in Viet Nam, and we were tionist of all time. The word
"revolution"
means
"a
complete
LOST
told that each of them was being
1s
or
drastic
change,"
and
Chiist
fought to "preserve the peace."
STUDENTS without theh' oopies of the
Thunderbird are lotrt;. You an't find
We talk of peace, we march for dialectic was revolutionary. Re
youtl!elf in this e<Jnditloll~IC :tou have
peace, we SU!lport peace efforts talked about change, not in govyour cop;y. Get it now at the Union
ChckRoom,
in the United Nations, and we ernment, not in culture, but in the
human
heart.
Most
revolutions
SMALL
female cat. Long pl'edomlnantbr
attend scores of peace conferences
"""" hair, Lost in al'ea South of UNM.
are
accomplished
by
violence
and
across the world. Still the'l'e is
Phone 247-9986.
no peace. Ezekiel the prophet was by _dramatic events, but not so LARGE REWARD OFFERED for .rciurn
right when he said: ". . • they with the spiritual revolution that
of silver gray miniature Fr<meh Poodle.
l:mt near UNM campus on Tblll1ld.!q:
have seduced my people, saying, Christ brings. Like the quiet powF<>b. 8. Anyone ha\'Jng Information eon~
er
of
spring
when
new
life
surges
Peace; and there was no peace;"
eernlng this Pet pl....., ..U 247-9709
afte• 5 p.m. or 299-1$56
and Jeremiah the prophet when he through nature-giving the trees
:MIBCELLANJroUS
,said: ". : • Peace, peace; when color, the flowers new beauty, and
the whole world a new freshness WANTED TO BUY-tlaccl VW or Bm&D
there is no peace."
Sport. car. First_ <:Ius <Onditlon, PriWE HAVE NOT yet gotten to and a new hope-Christ comes
vate partY. Call 299-8614,
the root cause o£ war. The Bible quietly, touching our lives with
SI!:RVICES
says: "From whence come wars a new radiance, a new meaning,
,a
new
purpose,
a
new
glow,
and
PRESCHOOL
CLASS in Sli:. Toaclt.,
and fightings among you? Come
qualified. 5 d81ll a week, *1.00 per
they not hence, even o£ your ovm bringing with it a new satisfachonr. Ages 4 & G. ll:andioapl)ed clliJ.
dren wcloome, Call 255·2593 arter 6
lusts? (James 4::1)/' There will tion.
p.m.,.
never be peace in the world until
I AM CONVINGEIJ that :many TYPlMG, Editing, PMOtteildlng. :My
individuals have peace in their of our leaders and much of ourhome. One or all oervlcos l!«forme.t
hearts. S& long as there is greed, news media are unaware that
t-:zlour l!.l>ecii!C!lti<>llll, Call 265-4849.

WANT ADS

..

effects.
IN RALEIGH, N.C., not l(mg
ago 5000 Negroes of the General
Baptist State Convention marched
through the streets of North
Carolina's capltal city, singing
"I Have Decided To Follow Jesus"
and "Onward Christian Soldiers.''
They wanted to slUlw to the world
their Christian faith and their
good citizen11hip in the midst of
a summer filled with rioting and
rebellion. Their demonstrati()n
was not on a single national television program, and it was not.
reported in the national press.
The chief of police in Raleigh
made the comment tbat if there
had been a riot in Raleigh the
town would have been loaded with
camaramen and press people.
THIS QUIET, noiseless revolution is going (In in the hearts of
1111illions ()f Americans, and I am
convinced that "truth crushed to
earth will rise again". ·Thousands
of prayer groups and Bible-study
, groups are springing up from
:coast to C()ast. In many of these
groups Jews, Catholics and Protestants are meeting together in
their desperate search for life's
true :meaning.
YES, THERE IS a quiet revolution going on, and anyone reading these w()rds is a candidat,e
for this revolution. Most of us
face problems that are beyond
us. The state of the world, the
threat of war, the boredom, the
purposelessness of living in an
afBuent society where the challenge has been removed, has taken
all the zing out of life for mn.
lions.
MY OWN LIFE was radically
·changed a number of years ago
in my (lwn experienee with God
.in Christ. At the moment of this
commitment it appeared that very
1itt1e was changed in my life.
There were no flashing lights, no
ringing bells, no singing of angels,
but one thing was sure - I was
sincere when I said I would follow
Christ for better or for worse.
Aa I kept that vow things began
to change for me. I developed an
interest in people, a new love
came to me fo'!: mankind; I began
to be concerned about the race
,t)lle$tion, the :poverty question
and the war question. My entire
life underwent a revolution!
WORLD PROBLEMS ue an
extension of ()ur individual problems. Look at the world and you
see yourself with an the fear,
meaninglessness, hatred and self,centeredness, but that world eannot be changed as long as you
remain as you are. Lasting revolution and lasting change do not
take place en masse, but bit by
bit. as the people's motives, aspirations and attitudes are chang-

ed. General MacArthur once said:
"The world problem is basically
a theological one .•• and involves
an improvement in human character.'' I agree e:s;cept that I
would substitute the word
,''change" for "improvement''. The
need is for revolution - the need.
is for drastic change - and only
God in Christ can rem!Jke us into
the people we ought to be. This
is the revolution we need. If we
do not have this revolution then
I predict that the American
dream will not survive!
TOMORROW: Arthur Schlesinger Jr. finds a sickne~ in our
government.

.

assured us, '~ho sees the tide of
pornography. on the newsstands
and on the motion picture screens,
the rising illegitimacy and venereal-disease rates, would have to
agree that there is a decline of
national standards and values,
•.. We are on a moral toboggan
slide, and, unless the young people stand up for God with high
moral standards, our .nation and
our very society will be in danger."
SUCH RIGHTEOUS proclamations are unlikely to disturb anyone with even a sketchy knowl
edge of the American past. Clerical lamentations have been routine
throughout the life of our nation,
from Jonathan Edwards to Norman Vincent Peale; and the no-

'

table toboggan slide has been less
in the spiritual condition of our
society than in the intellectual
and moral ·quality of those who
rush to pronounce judgment on
their fellow citiz-Elns. Jonathan Edwards was a great and serious
intelligence; Billy Graham and
Norman Vincent Peale are reli~
gious vulgarians.
LET US KEEP perspective on
these matters. Our theory seems
to be that America has always
been, until the hippies came
along, a virtuous, noble, lawabiding country. But our history
bas been in fact one of strain,
tension, and violence. Those who
affect deep gloom about the :future of the nation when a few
kids try to break into the Pen-

ll Courses Begin

tagon forget the draft . ~iots in
New York in 1863, when 50,000
people took to the streets in four
days of rioting, when at least
1500 were killed-more than in
the Mexican War-and when the
property damage went into millions of dollars. Those who bemoan the contemporary crime
rate forget that a century ago
a tenth of the population of New
Yark City had p()lice records.
Those who denounce the Negroes
for violence forget that five of
the twelve Presidents we have
had in this century were targets
of assassination attempts - by
white men. Those who fall into
paroxysms of horror over 'tf~l
disobedience for get the long
(Continued on page 8)
...----..
>
C•

(Continued from page 1)
tempts at satire, taught by James
Thorson, English professor, and
electronic music, by John Robb,
dean· of the College of Fine Arts
complete the Jist. The music course
will not begin until March 28.
Six-week courses include: creativity procreation and recreation,
taught by English professors
Franklin Dickey and Stephen
Rodefer, and "The Death of God,"
the birth of man and the dawn
of possibility, taught by ten members of the campus ministry staff.
Eight courses will run for the
full eight weeks this year. Courses
and teachers include: American
Capitalism, Larry Russell and
Ken Balizer, graduate students
i~ economics; personal anarchy,
B1ll Howden; and examination of
J. L. Austin's philosophical works,
Tom McElvain, graduate student
in philosophy.
OTHER COURSES include:
Paul Goodman, taught by Eliot
Glassheim, graduate student in
English; The poet; speaks to the
American people, David Johnson
and Gene Frumkin, profesSors of
~nglish; Ca~u!j, Dudley Wynn,
d1rector of General H()nors; and
:post-Watts education, Daniel Darling, professor of education.
Location, time and a brief de~~
cription can be obtained on each
course during registration.

'
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Senate Approves
U. Professorship

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
LOVE TURNS to the great outdoors and some
UNM students have begun to take full advantage
of the warm weather which has graced the cam•
pus. While the weather still does not permit sunbathing when not studying students find other
ways to enjoy nature. While some students race

The Guadalajara Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizbod
program, conducted in cooperation
with prcfessors from Stanford University, University of <:aJifornit~, and
Guodafa;ara, will offer July I to August 10, art, fo!~fcre, geography, hl$-

tary, language and literature cour$es.
Tuition, bOard and roi>m is $290.
Write Prof. Juan B. 11oel, P.O. Box
7227, Stanford, California 94305.

down the ski slopes others continue going f()
classes and still others find that a patch of
grass, the shade of a tree and a girl can help
kill the monotony of what may be a long semester. Student have already begun to get restless
with spring break only 55 days away,

Electoral College Viewed
By MELISSA HOWARD
UN:M political science professor
Phillip Wolf yesterday expressed
approval of recent proposals to
abolish the Electoral College and
elect U.S. Presidents by popular
vote.
"I think probably the best way
to elect the President is to do
away with the Electoral College
and let the people make the decision," Dr. Wolf said.
A special committee repor~d. to
the American Bar AssocultJon
Monday, recommending that the
Electoral College system be replaced by a direct-election system.
The committee, led by a former
law school dean, has asked the
ABA to call on the Democratic
and Republican parties to indicate
the proposal in their- platforms
:for the 1968 elections.
"THE ELECTORAL College
doesn't very often have an impact
on the outcome of a presidential
election, because the popular vote
and the electoral vote are usually
the same," Wolf said.
Electors usually vote as the
popular vote indicates, he said.
"There's no insurance that they
will · but it's about a!l certain as
anything can be.'' he continued.
ALTHOUGH HE receiYed a
m a j or i t y of the popular vote,
Richard Nixon did not get as
many electoral votes in :19&4 and
consequently lost the election to
John Kennedy. But Wolf's objec·
tion t;o the Electoral College is

If I can fly;
y::ou can .:fly!,,
$5!'0 buys your first

lesson in a Cessna at:

Diamond MAviation
SUNPORT
Phone 243-9691 or 247-0567
Call now for more information
and make a date t~ fly/
Flight Course fihltncing •v•illlbltJ

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
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based on recent Supreme Court
rulings requiring reapportionment
of state voting districts.
"Before 1962 (the first reapportionment ruling in the Baker
vs. Carr case) I would have had
reservations about abolishing the
Electoral College," he said.
"But now Congress and the
state legislatures are oriented to
the individual voter in smaller
cities and rural areas, as well as
in the urban centers," Wolf explained.
THE PREVIOUS justification
for the Electoral College system
was that it concentrated voting
power in large urban areas where
voters were more likely to be wellinformed, but this is no longer a
major consideration.
Abolition of the Electoral College would require a constitutional amendment, and Wolf said "I'm
not sure it would pass. The small
states might oppose it, and I have
a strong feeling that the Souther·
ners would.'' he said.
Small states have a "dispropor·
tionate influence in American
dies hard in this country," be
said.
"I THINK the iml!act of George
Wallace's campaign for the presidency may have spurred these
moves toward abolishing the Electoral College," Dr. Wolf !laid.
Be ~ointed out that the former
Alabama governor could get several million votes in the South
and elsewhere without getting any
electoral votes.

Some critics of the Electoral
College system fear that Wallace
could split the Democrats enough
to prevent any candidate from
receiving a majOrity vote. The
election would then be decided by
the House of Representatives,
where each state would have one
vote determined by a majority of
the state's delegates.
REP. JONATHAN B. Bingham (Dem.~N.Y.) has proposed
a constitutional amendment );lroviding for a runoff election in case
no candidate receives a majority
vote.
But Dr. Wolf said he feels abolishment of the Electoral College
is a better solution than the runoff-election plan. "Without the
Electoral College there is no involvement of the House of Representatives at all," he said.
Dr. Wolf also said he feels that
it is important to insure that the
Democratic and Republican candidates chosen at the conventions be
listed on all state ballots.
"SOMETIMES IN the southern
states the national ticket does
not even ap);lear on the ballot, or a
states-rights candidate is listed
us the official Democratic candidate, with the national choice
listed as an off-breed," Wolf said.
"The electoral machine is determined by the individual states,
who provide for primar;y> elections
and the selections of delegates to
the national convention and of
electors/' he explained.

Student Senate last night pas·
sed an act establishing a "Tom L.
Popejoy Distinguished Visiting
Professorship" at UNM beginning in the school year 1969-'70.
The Associated Students, paying about $:12,000, and the administration, providing some $14,000,
will cooperate in financing, selecting, and sponsoring a guest professol,'. The ASUNM funds will be
·allocated in the 196!'1-69 budget.
THE BILL was passed 20-2,
with seantors Mike Courtney and
Bill Camp dissenting. Sen. Mich·
ael Cole reversed his decision after the voting had been completed
and recorded a "yes" vote.
"This lectureship will improve
education at UNM, and education
is the most important reason for
students attending the scho()l,"
Sen. Coleman Travelstead said.
The bill stated that "one ()f the
objectives of the ASUNM is the
promotion of more cooperation
and participation with the administration in the operation of
this University." Senators pointed out that students will work
with administration officials in
selecting the guest professor.
IN OTHER action, Senate defeated a bill calling on ASUNM
presidents to establish a student
government retreat. A bill allocating $94.50 to finance Student
Affairs Committee Chairman Terry Calvani's trip to Los Angeles
:for the National Student Association drug conference this weekend was also defeated.
Senate also voted to set up adhoc committees to study the
quarter system, the UNM undergraduate language requirement,
and the establishment of a "reading week" before semester final
examinations.
Senate Steering Committee will
be asked to take action on a pro·
posed amendment to the .ASUNM
constitution to be voted on in the
spring election. The proposal
would decrease the number of
student senators from 25 to :18,
and would eliminate f'all•semester
elections by providing for one
Senate session each school year.
ALSO REFERRED to Steering Committee was a bill re·
questing the administration to
consider institution of a deferred
tuition plan for fall semester,
1968. Steering will also be asked
to consider a proposal to appoint
four senators to assist the ad·
ministration's Building Committee,
The UNM International Center
would receive $81'I for future development in a bill referred to
the Senate Finance Committee.
The Finance Committee will also be asked to consider a proposal
urging the administration to pro-

vide extra funds for the intramural program. Two allocations,
0,11e fo,. $60 for dues for ASUNM's
membership in the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce, and one
for $250 to send two junior Ron·
ors students to a convention.

'Choice bS' Bn\\ot
Is Made Available
A sample ballot for "Choice
'68," a Time magazine nation-wide
college 1968 presidential primary
to be held April 24 at UNM, was

released to The Lobo last night.
Time magazine will provide uniform ballots which will ask students their age as of Nov. 5,
1968, party affiliation or preference and their top three choices
for president. The first choice will
be used for the election and the
next two will be used for a "statistical analysis!'
The slate of candiates includes
President Johnson, Robert Kennedy, Mark 0. Hatfield, John V.
Lindsay, Richard Nixon, Ronald
Reagan, Nelson Rockefeller and
George Romney.
Other candidates are Martin
Luther King, Independent; Fred
Halstead, socialist party; Eugene
J. McCarlhy, Democrat; Charles
H. Percy, Republican, Harold E.
Stassen, Republican and George
Wallace, Independent.
The ballot will also list three
referendum issues to be voted on.
The first ()ne asks what military
action the U.S. should pursue in
Viet Nam. The second concerns
what course of action the- U.S.
should pursue in regards to the
bombing of North Viet Nam and
the last deals with the "urban
crisis" in American cities.
In each case students will have
five alternatives from which to
choose.
"'
The poll is being sponsored by
Time magazine to examine the
political feelings of more than
five million college students from
throughout the country.
The results of the primary will
be tabulated into local, statewide,
regional. and nationwide statistics and will be available to anyone.

Baha'i Association
Baha'i Student Association will
have a panel discussion on "Peace
and the Great Calamity," tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Room 231·:& of
the Union. Everyone is invited.

-----------------~-----------------
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Lonely Soldiers Write

Lack Says Law Easy

Sexiest Female at UNM
Sought In Army 'Letter'

FOUR UNM COEDS have answered the call
for the "sexiest girl on campus." A Jetter from .
the United States Army was sent to the girl fit·
ting this description in care of the UNM post
office. A postman is confronted with choosing the

By DAN BRUMBELOW
A
"top secret" document
marked for "official use only"
from an airborne division of the
United States Army awaits the
''sexiest female on campus" at
UNM.
The UNM post office received
such a letter and was puzzled as
to which of the 5,478 coeds on
campus should receive the vital
information. It would be unethical
to release such information to
just any pretty girl who walks
by.
In a round about way The Lobo was given the problem and
eagerly awaits the appearance of
the described person.
A PEEK at the important information revealed the true colors
of the lonely soldier. An application is enclosed in the letter giving a "rare opportunity" to become a paratrooper's sweetheart
:for those girls who are choosy
and need more than the 8,353
male students on campus to choose
from.
"Don't be modest as this :l;orm
. is designed to save time and ef:l;ort," says the four-page docu"perfect female'' among (from left): Suzi Richards, Cala Mitchell. Docia ·Bothell, and Jan Flowers. The letter, a "top secret document," contains
a candid application to be filled out and returned
in order to beco_me a paratrooper's sweetheart.

Poet Jonathan Williams to Speak Inc Kiva Friday Night
Jonathan
Williams,
avantgarde publisher and poet who has
read at more than 550 occasions
in America and Europe since
1955, will read his poetry on the
UNM campus Friday (Feb. 23).
He will be the second in a ser·
f f
.
tes o
ree sprmg poetry program.s sponsored by the U~M
Enghsh department. The reading

will begin at 8 p.m. in the UN:M
Kiva.
WILLIAMS currently is poetin-residence at Aspen Institute
for Humanistic Studies. In April
he will be a faculty member at
the 18th Unive s·ty
f th "Y.
.
r 1 0
e
oung
Presidents' Organization" in San
Juan, Puerto Rh:o.
He will then spend four weeks

hiking tlie Appalachian Trail
from Damascus, Vs. to the southern terminus, Springer Mountain, Ga., writing an article for
"Loo~•: mag~zine. .
.
W1lba~s IS edttor, pUblisher
a~d designer of Jargon Books,
Htghlands, N.C. one of the primary a v a n t • ~ a r d e writer's
presses in this country since the
Second World War.

~ent.

On Draft Protestors
By GLENNETTE DAWKINS ·

nasty or money?
THERE IS also space allowed
for a lip print, and the airborne
division requires a photograph of
the applicant to make sure the
self-appraisal is accurate.
All information, the letter says,
becomes exclusive property of the
First Brigade. The men hope that
the form will be filled out with
full honesty and perhaps "a little
sense of humor."
It is advised that the application be returned as soon as possible "for a choice must be made
from thousands of young ladies."
A final reminder of the secret nature of the form is given. It must
not, it says, fall into the hands
of the enemy-any other division
of the armed services or the guy
back home.
Any UNM coed who feels she
fits the form can obtain more in:formation and a return address
from The Lobo. After all, "a paratrooper is a pleasure not every
girl can afford and enjoy."·

U. · Safety, Offic~
Is Selling Glasses

THE APPLICATION is quite . , Have you. l.Qllt or broken your
thorough according to army pro- glasses? D,o . you need safety
cedures. It asks for such vital in- glasses for your chemistry lab?
The. University .~!lrnPU!l safety
formation as figure evaluation,
occupation, age, name and a.d- office ts now able to replace safedress. Then the paratroopers get . ty glasses' at cost'> if you. have or
' can obtain the prescription. for
down to the nitty gritty:
"What kiss do you prefer? lenses. · The office is encouraging
Pick tender, passionate ·or the use of the service, particularly for eye protection in labs ·and
French.
Do you chew, take the needle or athletic classes.
Goggles, lab glasses, reading
drink?
glasses, and colored glasses are
Do you fall in love easily?
If married, does your husband available to students and faculty
travel?
a.lthough there is a limited selec~
How far do you dance from tion of frames, especially for
your date? 1/64, 1/32, 1/16 girls.
fraction of an inch or too far?
For further information conWhat do you look for in a man? tact Walter Lewis at the campus
Wolf, lamb, wild, hairy, witty, safety office, extension 3116.
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"More· gUys are spending more
than
the promised six months in
The United States government
Viet Nam," Lack said. "The cashas as yet no effective means to ualty rates are going up because
control draft protesters and draft we're losing the war. We're in
dodgers, said Larry Lack, repre- the last stages of holding out as
sentative of Resistance, an· or- long as we can." Lack said that
although the percentage of drafganization for draft protestors, at tees is not extremely large, the
a draft-resistance counseling ses- percentage of draftees killed in
Viet Nam is extremely high.
sion in the Union last night.
"WHAT DO YOU propose if
"Many of the members are willing to go to jail," Lack said, but you don't have a draft?" asked
he emphasized that it was seldom one UNM ROTC member.
necessary because of the red tape
"Volunteer armies will work
involved in returning the notice, when there is something worth
receiving the reminder, or going volunteering for," answered Lack.
before the draft board itself.
Flight to Canada was one alternative
suggested to service.
"EVEN IF YOU go to jail, at
most you get two to three years The Canadian government has a
of a possible five," said Lack, who 100-point system for the accepthas been in jail. He discussed Dr. ance of immigrants. It includes
Spock and David Harris, draft- such categories as age, educaresistance leaders who are now in tion, and knowledge of English or
jail, but emphasized that they French. A request for acceptance
were indicted for encouraging re- in the country is accepted if the
sistance rather than actual re- applicant scores a minimum of
fifty points.
.sistance.
"CAN ADA HAS good potential
"The more we resist, the more
difficult it becomes to keep the to absorb more people," said Lack.
draft going," said Lack, as he · "A land of opportunity, it offers
reemphasized the government's numerous jobs, especially for
lack of control over resisters. those with college educations.''
"There is a . loose bond among
Resistance plans for the near
the members which depends on future include a demonstration in
being drafted," said Lack to the 35 front of the Albuquerque draft
assembled people, ten of whom board, and future meetings to
were women.
discuss such topice as underground railroads for "guys that
MERELY NOT registering was
are hot.''
one way suggested to avoid the
draft. Others included joining subversive groups such as the W.E.B. Alpha Phi Omega
l)u Bois Club, or having an especially long list of activist activ- Conducting Rush
ties.
Alpha Phi Omega, national
Lack mentioned that David Har- service fraternity, is conducting
ris, currently being tried for al- rush from now through eight
leged subversive activities, will
be here on tour with Joan naez weeks. Any interested UNM male
student is invited to inquire about
at the end of March.
Lack suggested that if a re- the organization at the coat check
sistor is brought to court, it is room in the Union for more inforbest for him to act as his own mation.
attorney. It could even prolong
The organization is also helpthe usual two-hour resistance
trial to possibly ten days, Lack ing to collect funds for the Nasaid, because the judge would be tional Heart Fund and members
forced to allow him to admit more of the fraternity will be assigned
evidence. It would also garner to various areas of the city on
Sunday, Feb. 25.
more publicity, he added.
"I BELIEVE that the United
States is waging an illegal and
Mr. G's Pizza
immoral war in VietNam. Thereis fast Pizza
fore: I have or intend to refuse
induction into the U.S. Armed
30 Minutes to any
Forces," read statements handed
Dorm.
out to be signed by those attendning the meeting.

Dance Lessons

Screening Session

Dance lessons in J,.atin American rhythyms, sponsored by the
Latin Amllrican Desk, are starting again this semester and will
be held every Friday night,
The first lesson will be held
Friday, Feb. 23 from 7:30 to
9 : 30 in room 184 of Johnson
Gym, The lessons are open to the
public and are free.

The screening session for students wishing to be admitted to
teacher education programs will
be held Tuesday, Feb. 27 at 6:30
p.m. and Saturday, March 2 at
12:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
Applications are available at
the desk in the office of the Dean
of Education. Students should
consult the college about requirements and prerequisits. Normal
admission requisite is eligibility
to transfer from University College and 2.0 scholarship index.

Listen to KU NM
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Call 243-5671
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SELF SERVICE

COIN OPERATED

RELIEVES GAS PAINS*

As President Johnson has so ably
put the case, critics should offer positive alternatives to present policies.
- It is with this high sense of purpose .that .the next issue of the Jug·
gler ts bemg prepared. That is, we
are looking for contributors. We'd

like to look at your cartoons (or
just cartoon idea) , your photos,
your stories, your reviews, your any.thing-entertaining.
This is not to imply that we intend to do anything like follow the
President's advice. We're looking

for something with a little more of a
future to it.
But we make this promise: if anyone can write it, draw it, or photograph it, we'll print the "other
side,'' too.

;JJJGGLER
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*Those pains resulting from
the high price of gasoline.

There's certain campus talk that claims
individuality is dead in the business world.
That big business is a big brother destroying initiative.
But freedom of thought and action, when
backed with reason and conviction's courage, will keep and nurture individuality
whatever the scene: in the arts, the sciences,
and in business.
Scoffers to the contrary, the red corpuscles of individuality pay off. No mistake.
Encouraging individuality rather than
suppressing it is policy in a business like
Western Electric-where we make and pro-

vide things Bell telephone companies need.
Because communications are changing fast,
these needs are great and diverse.
Being involved with a system that helps
keep people in touch, Jets doctors send cardiograms across country for quick analysis,
helps transmit news instantly, is demanding. Demanding of individuals.
If your ambition is strong and your abilities commensurate, you'll never be truly
happy with the status quo. You'll seek
ways to change it and-wonderful feeling!some of them will work.
Could be at Western Electric.

MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Albuquerque

320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E., 2404 Broadway, S.E., Bridge and Isleta,
Candelaria cmd Edith

.,..

If you don't agree that
business destroys individuality,
maybe it's because you'l'e an
individual.

Iii\
Western Electric
~
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Senate Cancels Worthwhile Trip
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Bema
By ROGER Y. ANDERSON
Last week on the Public Broadcast Laboratory on Channel 5
there was a superficial discussion
of the draft and the effect of the·
recent ruling on graduate students. There was however, one
interesting point made in the
program.
The investigations of five congressmen who have proposed an
all-volunteer military revealed
that there were times in the recent past when recruitment was
curtailed and some recruitment
offices closed so as not to threaten
the Selective Service System.

The new session of Student Senate is gaining speed. Legislators appear to have settled down to accomplish something
before they become preoccupied with the budget and spring
* * *
The standard argument for
elections. Yet at least one worthwhile proposal has already
been thrown out by the Senate, albeit with a half-hour of public consumption is that the
draft is needed to raise an army
sober deliberation beforehand.
and encourage enlistments in the
Last night there was a proposal before the Senate to allo- other services. But what is .the
cate travel money for one student to go to a Los Angeles real reason ? We don't have tc
very far to find out. The
conference this weekend on the drug problem on college cam- look
Selective Service System itself
puses. The National Institute of Mental Health, which is has given the answer in an official
sponsoring the meeting, is offering to pick up the tab for one )memorandum, "Channeling." It
would be most instructive if just
student on all items except travel.
a few lines from this document
The conference will attempt to deal with the drug prob- were quoted to get the flavor of
lem from different relevant angles, including medical and the thing,
"One of the major products
legal aspects and administration viewpoint and policies.
of the Selective Service classiDelegates to the conference will also study ways to communfication process is the channeling of manpower into many enicate what they learn from experts at the meeting to studeavors and occupations . . .
dents on their home campuses. The end result hopefully
The process . . . is actual prowould then be that delegates would return to their campuses
curement by inducement of
manpower for civilian activito establish educational programs on aspects of the drug
ties
which are manifestly in the
problem.
national interest."
"I know a fellow, an honors student, who was just released
* * *
"The club of induction has
from Nazareth Hospital a couple of days ago," said Terry
been used to drive out of areas
Calvani, chairman of Student Affairs Committee, who would
considered to be less important
have gone to the conference. "He had tried STP, knowing
. . . the individuals who did not
or could not participate in acnothing about it, after smoking pot for some time. He told
tivities
which were essential to
me that if he had known anything about STP beforehand he
the Nation."
never would have tried it."
"Even though the salary of a
No one can deny that there is a significant, ever-growing
teacher has historically been
meagre, many young men redrug problem at UNM. More and more students, asked at
main in tlmt job seeking the rerandom, can reel off the names of three, five, or more of their
ward of deferment.''
friends-often including themselves-who have had some
"Tlw meaning of the word
"~crvire," with its former reexperience with drugs. It is impossible to pinpoint the exstricted application to the
tent of drug usage by U~~I students, but all evidence indiarmed force;;, is certain to becates that the problem is much more widespread than many
come widened mucll more in the
future.
This brings ·,vith it the
students-and most administrators-would care to admit.
ever
increasing
IJroblem of how
If we accept the fact that a significant drug problem does
to control effectively the serexist on campus, then it follows that a program of educavice of individuals who are not
in the armed forces."
tion about drugs would be beneficial, particularly if one per~
son can get expert training for such a program for the price
This is the gist of it. Whether
of a plane ticket to Los Angeles, right? Wrong-at least so we like it or not, there is somefar as all but nine of the senators present last night are con- one up there somewhere interested in effectively controlling our
cerned.
service as an individual and the
The Associated Students' total cost to send a student to draft says this is so. If you think
the conference would have been $47.25. That's the price of that control is minimal, look at
of these items from this
a round-trip student-fare plane ticket to Los Angeles; the some
same official government report:
National Institute of Mental Health would have paid all
" ... a process of periodically
other expenses. Surely it would have been worth that much
receiving current information
just to see if anything worthwhile would come from the conference. And even if nothing had-which is doubtful, considering the sponsoring organization-it wouldn't have been
much money to gamble, considering the possible benefit to
students at UNM.
But now we'll never know. After a half-hour of sober deTHURSDAY: N.M. State High School
bate (only bills involving $250 or less get a half-hour-any- Wrestling
Championships; Johnson Gym·
nasium ; 6 p.m.
thing more is taken care of in 15 minutes or less), Senate
Spum; Union 250 C : 6 p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial !Joard; Union Council
decided that it just wouldn't be worth the money. There Room:
6 :ao p.m.
Science Organization : Union
won't be another Senate meeting until after the conference 250Christian
E; 7 p,m,
I.F.C. ; Union 129 ; 7 :00 p,m.
is over, so there is now no possibility that UNM will profit
Alpha Phi Omega; Union 231 E: 7:30
p.m.
at all from it.
Alpha Tau Omega Pledges: Union 231
7:80 p.m.
Well, as we said, Senate is gaining speed. But it might E;Circle
K International; Union 281 B ;
p.m.
prove constructive if senators would be careful not to run 7:30
Phi Delta Kappa : Union 231 D: 7 :80
over worthwhile proposals in their haste to deal with this p.m.
Chi Alpha: Union 253; 8 J).m,
UNM Basketball: University of Ari""'
session's legislation.
ona; University Arena; 8 :05 p.m.
Pi<!oVE Tt=\AT ' NO
TWO SNOWFLAKE>
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8 p.m. in Kiva

Language Expert
To Speak Feb. 26 ·

i

"safe haven" principle for socially important individuals.

* * *

The nature of modern U.S. warfare and policy calls for limited
combat outside the country without the danger of a real physical
security threat to the nation. The
individuals who make and administer these policy decisions
would naturally prefer that they
or their families not become personally involved in the messy
part. This is no doubt the reason
why fewer graduate students at
Ivy League schools are slated for
call up than at the state universities.
All in all, one could not imagine
* * *
"Throughout his career as a
a more corrupted or cornpting
student, the pressure - the
system if one set out to do so.
threat of loss of deferment- · The concept of an elitist bureaucontinues. It continues with
cratic group deciding what is
equal intensity after graduagood for the country, implementtion . . . he is impelled to pering it with the club of induction,
sue his skill rather than emdeciding which ones shall go, and
bark on some less important
that their own shall not is really
enterprise."
not too unlike that found in the
"From the individual's view-southern part of VietNam today
point, he has been standing in a
where we are "officially" hoping
room which has been made unthey will turn into something difcomfortably warm. Several
ferent.
doors are open but they all lead
* ••
to various forms of recognized,
In Viet Nam, no one takes the
patriotic service to the Nation.
draft very seriously, There, it is
Some accept the alternatives
easy to get out and very few who
gladly-some with reluctance.
are eligible actually serve. Or if
The consequence is approxithey serve, they can walk out at
mately the same.
almost anytime and are rarely
caught and punished. Non-compli* * *
There are, of course, other as- ance has rendered the system inpects and functions of Selective operable and this is reflected in
Service and there are some con- the general morale of the ARVN.
flicts within the governmental
In the U.S. the system is still
apparatus as to the best approach functional, but essentially no one
goes who really doesn't want to,
to use. Take these statements.
More
PllOple are walking out and
"If he attempts to enlist at
seeking
asylum, the flow to Can17 or 18 and is rejected, then
ada is now enormous, and the
he receives virtually none of the
number of unprosecuted resistimpulsion the System is capance cases walking around the
able of giving him."
country today is near or over a
"Deferments are granted,
thousand.
however, in a realistic atmosphere so that the fullest effect
* * *
The "safe haven" has now been
of ehanneling will be felt, rather
removed from thousands formerly
than terminated by military
deferred
and it will be interesting
serviees at too early a time."
to
see
how
many have the insight
:: * *
to
see
what
is going on and say
This statement, of course, is the
due as to why the youngest do either openely or to themselves
not go first. The longer they are --·HltH,L NO-I WON'T GO!
under the gun of Selective Service, the more effective is the
channeling. The Army wants the
young men first be!'ause they are
easier to control. SSS wants them
longer for more effective control.
In thls case SSS won the battle.
Tickets will go on sale Monday
Another function of Selective
for
this year's International FesService, in addition to channeling
tival,
staged by foreign students
the educated, is the placement
attending
the University of New
and control of the grossly underMexico.
educated in the military service,
The festival will be in the
and some say even there partial
UNM
Concert Hall March 10.
elimination. Perhaps an even
Tickets
will be available at the
more important function, and one
Concert
Hall box office, the ticket
that is difficult to evaluate, is the
office at the Union, and at the
UNM International Services office, 1717 Roma NE.
General admission is $1.50 for
adults and $1 for students and
children.
A free booth exhibition of native costumes and folk art from
foreign countries will open in the
FRIDAY: Latin-American Desk; Union
231 A·B ; 12 :30 p.m.
Concert Hall lobby at 5 p.m. On
N.M. State High School Wrestllng
stage at 7 p.m. wiil begin a fairy
Championships: Johnson Gymnasium; 1-7
p.m.
tale tour through most of the
Ski Movie: ••Big SkiingH; Mesa Vista
countries of the world, built
ll:nll, 4th Floor study; 6 :30 p,m,
Friday Cinematheque: uMarrioge, Italaround the theme of Aladdin and
ian Style"; Union Theater: 7-10 p.m.
his
genie.
Adventure Film: Ed Lark, HJsrnel, ReAbout 15 countries will be repbirth of a Nation": Concert Hall: 7:80
p.m.
resented in the "family type"
Coronado Hall Dance~ Union Ballroom :
7:30 p.m.
evening, said International Club
Baha'I ; Union 231 E; 8 p.m.
President Oystein F. Lilleskare.
Engllsh Department Poetry Reading:
There will be folk dancing, variJonathan WiUiams: Education Kiva; 8
p.m.
ety acts and music performed by
UNM's foreign students.

·-

U::OK,<;;n)PID, •.. -I HAVE
E><AMINED OVER E!6tll

The Selective Service:
Corrupted and Corrupting

and I'epeated review assures
that every deferred registrant
continues to contribute to the
overall national good. This reminds him of the basis of his
deferment."
"He can obtain a sense of
well-being and satisfaction that
he is doing as a civilian what
will help his country most.
This process encourages him to
put forth his best effort . . .
In the less patriotic and more
selfish individual it engenders
a sense of fear, uncertainty and
dissatisfaction which motivates
him, nevertheless, in the same
direction."

Calling U

HOW cAN ANYONE.
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International Club
Sponsors Festival

JANEICE McCONNELL, center right with sunglasses, a former
Peace Corps volunteer, is shown speaking with interested bystanders
in front of the Peace Corps information desk in front of the Union.
Miss McConnell and a group of other volunteers have been on campus
all week in an eft'ort to recruit new Peace Corps volunteers. Tomorrow
is the last day students may register for the 30-minute non-competitive Peace Corps placement test. (Lobo Photo by Pawley)

Cash Register Shelved

Donald D. Walsh, a nationally
known language instructor and
editor, will lecture at UNM
Feb. 26 at 8 .p.m. in the .Kiva.
Walsh will speak on "Four
Ski 11 s and Ten Years: The
Foreign Langauge· Sequence." The
lecture will be open to the public,
and there will be no admission
charges.
Walsh for seven years was editor of "Hispania," the journal of
the American Association of
Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese. He taught those two languages for years, as well as
French and English.
Before his retirement from
teaching last year, Walsh was
director of the foreign language
program for the Modern Language Association. He is presently a member of the Harvard
Board of Overseers committee to
visit the department of romance
languages and literature.
Walsh has written and been
published widely. He has translated poetry and prose from
Spanish into English and he has
been active in magazine writing
and editing.
Walsh and his wife are spending a winter vacation in the Albuquerque area. His Monday night
lecture is being sponsored by the
UNM department of modern and
classical languages.

Partitions Table Space
Ruled on by Union Board Film Lecture Set

The Union Board last night approved KUNM radio station's request to add partitions to its studio and changes in main lobby
table use policy of the Union.
At the same time, the board tabled one item of a new equipment
purchase recommendation an d
eight minor modifications in union
material.
The Union Board is composed
of faculty, administrative, and
s t u d e n t representatives, and
makes final decisions on matters
concerning the Union.
KUNM had requested partitions to divide the studio area at
no expense to the Union. The partitions will divide the production
area from the studio. This was
one of two proposals accepted by
the board.
Also approved was a new listing of rules to be followed in using table space in the main lobby
of the union. Stud<>nt organizations can use three tables for
cnnvassing, tieket sales and other
projects on a first come, first
served basis. No sound system,
loudspeakers or other noise-making equipment will be allowed.
An equipment purchase recommendation was partly approved.
A proposal to buy a cash register
for the bookstore was tabled until the actual rental costs and
purchase price can be evaluated.

Chilean Educator
Speaks at UNM

A prominent Chilean educator
will visit UNM next week and
lecture to two classes.
Prof. Enrique Sandoval, professor of American and English
literature at the University of
Chile is appearing in Albuquerque ~nder the auspices of the
Fulbright commission and the International Exchange of Research
Councils.
Prof. Sandoval will address 5tudents in Spanish literature classes on Monday, st~eaking on "Aspects of Contemporary Prose Fiction in Chile." The address will
be in Spanish.
On Tuesday, Feb. 20, Prof.
Sandoval will talk to dramatic
arts students on "Ideological
Trends in Contemporary American Theatre." This lecture will be
in English,

The bookstore currently rents
cash registers.
Several parts of the equipment
recommendation were approved.
The board moved to buy vacuum
cans, food cart racks and tables
for the food service, a posting
machine for the business office
and a postal scale for the bookstore. The total cost will be
$6450.00, including $1400 for _the
tabled cash register proposal.
The move for minor modifications in union materials was
placed in committees for further
study. The modifications include
such items as upholstering several chairs and repairing broken
doors.

Show Feb. 27

Final Films Listed
By Friends of Art
The final program of the
Friends of Art film series, to be
presented in the UNM Fine Arts
Recital Hall Feb. 27 at 8 p.m.,
will concentrate on 20th-century
artists.
Five outstanding films make up
the 87-minute presentation. The
film on Mark Tobey explores the
artist's sources in nature, the
marketplace, and an auto junkyard. It is accompanied by a
poem and music written by Tobey.
"The Works of Calder" draws
parallels between movements . in
nature and in Calder's mobiles.
The musical score was written by
John Cage.
The Marc Chagall movie, which
won the 1964 academy award for
best documentary short subject
of the year, includes glimpses of
the artist at work.
The Jack-son Pollock film studies this controversial "action
painter's'1 unorthodox drip and
swirl technique. "The Day of the
Painter," also an academy award
winner, is a spoof of action painting.
Admission is $1 for the general
public and 50 cents for UNM students.

Would you be interested in
. teaching in DOWNEY, California next Fall? If so, write to
Listen to KUNM
Mr. Ntoore, Hilfon Hotel, AlbuWIWWYIIMMN'WWYIIM""''!· querque (hold for arrival) requesting an interview on FebCAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
ruary 24 or 25, and giving
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
your local telephone number
and Laundry
where
you can be contacted
Open 8 AM·8 PM
Counselor Always on. Duly
on those days.
2106 Cenfral S.E.
247·0836

for Friday Night
"Israel-Rebirth of a Nation,"
a film lecture produced and directed by Ed Lark, will be shown
Friday night at 7 :30 in the UNM
Concert Hall.
It is the fourth offering of "It's
a Wide, Wide World," a five-film
travel series co-sponsored by the
Sandia Kiwanis club and the Concert Hall.
The film emphasizes the progress made by the Israeli people
since 1948 and the striking contrast between old and new. The
space-age city of Tel Aviv is compared to the village of Nazareth,
little changed since New Testament days.
In Beersheba, Bedouins ride
camels past modern housing developments on their way to the
market place.
Admission is $1.50 general admission, $1 students, or by subscription.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

ervmg Ta
Mexic;an nners
and American Dishes
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Catering service to your favorite eating place
Students presenting ID ct~rds will be grCinted Cl 10 per cent
discount
,
H
11:30 Cl.m. to 8:30 p.m. dt~ily
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
255-5079

CONCERT HALL
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Present
TRAVEL - ADVENTURE with
ED LARK

ISRAELREBIRTH OF A NATION

.

FRIDAY, FEB. 23-7:30 P.M.
Gen'l Adm. 1.50
Faculty 1.25 - Students 1.00
Tel. 277-3121
FULL COLOR ADVENTURE FILM

'Phaedra' Comes
To UNM March 9
Racine's "Phaedra" will be
performed March 9 at 8 p.m. in
the UNM Concert Hall by a professional tourning company under American Theater Productions.
The French classic will be presented in its new stage translation by the internationally famous poet, Robert Lowell.
By special arrangement with
the producer, ticket fees will be
reduced to $4, $3.50, $3 and $2.50.
Tickets are available in the Concert Hall box office and are half
price for students and faculty.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Join the price-chopping
celebration today at
Bellas Hess • • . • with
"Hatchet Values" every hour
and savings in
department.

BELLASHESS
DEPARTMENT STORE

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sundt~y
Corner Menaul & Carlisle

·the Doily Double lounge
ond Heritage Room
Abrams, Your Hosts

Dancing to
Mike Houston Trio
Beer 25 cents a glass
6614 Central SE- Across from the Fairgrounds - 268-7763
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SPORTS
EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

TOM GALIOTO PERFORMS on the side horse during a gymnastics
meet between UNM and Ft. Lewis College last night at Johnson Gym.
Galioto scored a 9.4 in the event for one of seven Lobo first places
daring the course of the evening. The Lobos won a convincing 185.85
to 155.40 victory over Fort Lewis and upped their• season mark to six
victories without a loss. Seven Lobos scored 9.0 or better in· one of
UNM's best ~ymnastics performances of ·the season. (Photo by Pawley)
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Crowd Improvement Wante_d

Western Athletic Conference considered "groovy" to be disrup· ·
·
CommissiOner Paul Brecbler has t1ve.
.
issued a statement saying that
H_e also said tha.t. ~ general
''every effort and thought must feelmg that the VISiting team
be exerted by the athletic admin- does not deserve to win and pre.
.
.
.
. .
season impol'tance placed on the
1strat!on, mcludmg commiSsion- winning of basketball games on
?r, directors, coacbe~, and offic- the road were also conducive to
18ls of the WAC to Improve ~he the attitude developed by local
conduct o~ basketball games. .
fans that "The home team must
Breehler s statement
came t m wm
. under any c1·rcurns' tances ."
.
t'
the wake of d. eter10ra mg spec aB hi
'd that coaches in
tor conduct m recent conference
rec er sal
game and particularly the inci- the conference were P!!;rtly redent fn last week's game between sponsible for t~~ unrulmess of
· Lobo s an d Uta h home crowds.
Our f basketball
th e N ew Mex1co
.
b 1
University.
co~ches m the. heat o
att e are.
.
.
guilty of commg onto the play"
After readmg a m?ltltude of ing floor without permission, vergame reports from officials, coach- bally abusing the officials, and in?s, observers, and fans, observ- citing the public in general."
mg many games personally, and,
B hi
h · d th ·m
most of all, reading and hearing
rec er emp as~ze
.e 1. the undesirable commentaries by portanee of the offic1als mamtamthe communications media, I am mg co?trol of basketball ga~es
convinced that all persons involv- ~t all t1!lles. He noted that officiated in the conduct of college bas- mg va~1es £~om game to game not
ketball must work toward the only Wl~h different personn.el, but
improvement of game environ- also w1th human error 1n the
ment " the statement said.
same personnel.
Br;chler outlined the popular"It is necessary that consistity of dissent and disruption, and ency be emphasized to the degree
a general lack of respect for that is humanly possible. There
authority as one of the major are instances where criticism of
factors contributing to the in- officials is deserved, but this does
creasingly poor conduct at bas- not justify personal abuse or proketball games. Brechler feels that vide an alibi for defeat," Brechwe are in the age where it is ler said.

By WAYNE CIDDIO
The team that destroyed the
Lobos' chances of an undefeated
season a few weeks ago in Tucson
will be in Albuquerque tonight to
try their luck in the confines of
University Arena. And you can
bet that the Lobes remember that
night in Tuc!lon all too well •.
New Mexico meets the University of Arizona Wildcats in the
first half of what could be the
most important week of competition for Lobo Western Athletic
Conference title hopes. Arizona
is virtually out of the conference
race with a 2-4 league mark, but

U. Religious Class
To Hear Speakers
About 20 ministers, priests,
rabbis and laymen, representing
a variety of religious faiths, have
been scheduled to lecture to the
western
religious
philosophy
course at UNM this semester.
Professor Archie Bahm, who
heads the course, says he bas been
using this approach for a number
of years. It insures a more accurate presentation of a variety
of points of view than one speaker could achieve, he said.
Bahm discusses the general
topics, the definition of religion,
western religion, comparative religion and ecumenism.
Religions to be discussed by
visiting lecturers include Judaism, the Greek and Russian Orthodox churches, Roman Catholicism, several protestant faiths,
Unitarians and Islam.
Other topics include Christian
existentialism and recent theological controversies.

Lobo gymnasts picked up first
Eaton scored his second 9 plus
places in all seven events and performance of the meet in the
scored their sixth consecutive vic- trampoline competition. Judges
tory of the season with a 185.85 rated Eaton 9.4, 8.9, 9.2, and 8.9
to 155.40 trouncing of Fol't Lewis for a 9.1 average.
College last night at Johnson
BLASKO PICKED up his secGym.
ond
first place of the meet in the
In the first event of the evenlong
horse competition where he
ning, the floor exercise, L o b o
scored
a flat 9.0. Lobo Bob Smith
freshman Stormy Eaton drew
was
close
behind with a 8.9, and
9.4, 9.0, 9.5, 9.2 ratings from the
Rich
McConnell
had an 8.7 for a
four judges and took ftrst place in
that event with a 9.27 average one-two-three Lobo sweep of the
sco;re. Anything above a 9.0 in event.
In the final event of the meet,
gymnastics competition is considered an excellent performance. Smith just barely missed a 9.0
TOM GALIOTO picked up a 9.4 overall performance, He was rated
rating in the side horse event to 9.0, 8.8, 8.9, and 9.1 for an 8.9
take first place, and teammate average.
Blaise Blasko followed close beNew Mexico's Hruban took inhind with a 9.2 to give the Lobos dividual high point honors in the
the two top spots in the event.
all around scoring. Hruban partiIn still rings, UNM's Dave Car- cipated in the floor exercise, side
rier executed two difficult iron horse, rings, parallel bars, high
crosses and took first place !n the bar, and long horse and compiled
event with a 9.3 rating. Jim :tlur- 51.55 points.
ban scored 8.9, Bob Clayton 8.6,
The Lobos' next home meet will
and Ray Mondragon 8.3 to give be against Colorado State College
the Lobos a sweep in that e7ent. on March 1.
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Nelson Ronks 3rd
In WAC Scoring.
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PENVF,:R - Lob.9 guard Ron
Nelson is ranked third in the
W e stern Athletic Conference
scoring race, statistics released
by the W:AC yesterday showed.
N eliilon is. :ac.oring 20.8 points per
game in. conference competition
and is ranked behind Harry Hall
of Wyoming and conference leader
Merv Jackson of Utah.
Nelson has an .818 percentage
from the free throw line and has
scored 146 total points against
conference opponents. Nelson is
·only 18 points off of league-leading Jackson's 164 point total.
GREG "STRETCH" Howard
and Ron Sanford rank 12th and
14th among the top twenty scorers in the league with 14.7 and
12.9 averages in WAC play. Ron
Becker, who was 19th in the conference last week, fell out of the
scoring elite category, but is in
third place in field goal percentage with a .552 mark. Jeff Maekey of Utah leads the field goal
percentage rankings with a .588
average.
Sanford and Howard are sixth
and ninth in the rebounding department. Sanford has grabbed
'76 rebounds against conference
opponents and Howard has picked
of 53. Jim Eakins of Brigham
Young University leads the rebounders with 92 and a 13.1 per
game average.
ELSEWHERE IN the league,
Utah's Jackson continued to lead
in scoring with a 23.4 average,
but he is getting some competition from Wyoming ace Harry
Hall who needs just one point to
go over the career 1000 point
mark this week.
Hall, a junior, is averaging
22.1 points per game and all three
of his final league contests are in
friendly Laramie. Jackson, meanwhile, must play his final three
conference games on the road.
HALL HAS now scored 999
points in less than two years. He
can become the third active player to score 1000 career points or
more by hitting his first basket
from either the line or the field
this weekend.
Ja:ckson now stands sixth on
the all-time WAC scoring table
with 1385 points and co}lld take
over fifth place froin Jerry Chambers by scoring 16 this weekend.

•JANTZEN
SWIMWEAR

•ARROW TIM •PURITAN •VAN HEUSEN 417
SPORT SHIRTS

• PURITAN • JOCKEY

In 1966-67, the WAC slid below .600 for the first time in its
five-year history with a 46-51
record against non - conference
competition. This season t h e
WAC has compiled a glittering
62-30 outside record for .673 per
cent, second only to the Southeastern Conference.

they couldn't ask for a better opportunity to be a spoiler.
THE LOBOS are tied for first
:place in the conference with Utah
with ·a 5-2 record. New Mexico
must win tonight's game with the
Wildcats and Saturday's game
with Arillona State to be insured
of at least a tie for the conference
crown.
Arizona ended the Lobos' undefeated streak at 17 when they
nipped New Mexico 69-68 in the
closing seconds of the ball game
at Tucson. Mter the defeat, the
Lobos dropped from third to flfth
in the two major college basketball polls,
· Leading the Wildcats will be 6
foot 8 Mike Kordik, the man who
almost singlehandedly spelled out
defeat for the Lobos. Kordik did
what not many opponents have
been able to do this year-he
found holes in the Lobo defense.
Kordik broke the Lobos' zone
press on several occasions and
found himself wide open under
the basket for easy layups.

Largest Selection

BELTS

Chaparral Janice Jensen putR spark into a recent Lobo ba:Eiklltball
game. The University of Arizona contest tonight and the Arizona
State game Saturday night wm be the last home performance of the
well !mown spirit group. The finish of the basketball season March
z, will conclude most of the activities of the Chaparrals. (UNM
Photo)

•PALM BEACH •BOTANY •CALVIN
•BROOKFIELD •CLINTON SWAN
SPORT COATS AND SUITS

*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*GiiHer

*Brushes
Discount Price!

LANGELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

KORDIK IS scoring at a 10.2
clip per ball game in conference
competition and has come up with
clutch performances all year. Kordik bas pulled down 115 rebounds
this season. He scored a season
high of 24 ·points against the
Lobos.
The big gun for the Wildcats
is a hustling forward named Bill
Davis. Davis bas 16.7 point per
game scoring average and is third
in the conference in that department with an 11.3 per game rebound average.
Other top performers on the
Arizona squad are Roland Stamps
with a 10.1 average, Mickey Foster, 10.0, and Dick Root, 9.0. Foster has pulled down 256 rebounds
in all of Arizona's games this
year and is e~pected to give Greg
"Stretch" Howard and Ron Sanford a tough battle on the boards.
NEW MEXICO lost to Arizona
at Tucson last season by 70-64,
but came back to blow the Wildcats off the floor at University
Arena 81-50 a month later. Ari-

At U. Arena

UNM Matmen End Season Saturday
With Dual Match Against N. Arizona
· The UNM wrestling team will
be out to snap a four-match losing streak Saturday when the
Lobos play host to Nol'thern Arizona University at University
Arena.
The dual match is scheduled· to
start at 10 p.m. immediately after the New Mexico-Arizona State
basketball game.
Coach Ron Jacobsen hopes he
can break even this year with a
win over the Lumberjacks. The
Lobos stand 9-10 on the season
with this final match of the year.
In the past two seasons, the two
teams have split, with Northern

Track Hopeful Ruled
Ineligible for Season
UNM's Bob Raines, a high
jumper, triple jumper, and broad
jumper on coach Hugh Hacket's
track team, has been declared ineligible for the 1968 season because of a lack of hours in transferring to a degree-granting college.
Raines, who hails from Hobbs,
has cleared 6 foot 6 in the high
jump and 24 feet 3 in the long
jump in his best performances.
Hackett considered Raines a top
prospect and hoped that Raines
would be an asset to his team this
season.
New Mexico has an excellent
chance to earn the best non-conference record in league history
this season. The Lobos are allvictorious after 15 non-conference games this season. Two of
the three remaining games on
the regular schedule are with
WAC opponents.
If the Lobos play in either the
NCAA or NIT tournaments, they
can still break the record by losing just one game. But two losses
would drop them below BYU's
mark.

Arizona winning last year 18-17
and UNM winning two seasons
ago 23-13.
NORTHERN ARIZONA upped
its record to 5-4 last weekend by
taking three wins in a triangular
in Flagstaff. The Jacks defeated
New Mexico State University 305, Southern Utah 29-11 and Fort
Lewis College 37-0.
The Lobos have defeated New
Mexico State twice this year, 325 and 33-2, and defeated Southern Utah 35-0. New Mexico lost
two games on the road last week
to Adams State College 17-11 and
Colorado State College 29-0.
LOBO FLOYD Shade (6-10-1)
will have his hands full in the
177 pound class when he meets
Northern Arizona's Barry Wolinsky (11-2).
Other top matches include Lobo
heavyweight Roger Brown (146) going against newcomer Ron
Moyer.
New Mexico's 123-pounder Curtis Wilson will be going against
Northern Arizona's Gary Bennett. Wilson now has a 8-4 record in dual match competition.

Only 20 Seats Left
For Basketball Trip

Twenty seats remain on the
buses scheduled to take UNM
students to the Wyoming and
Denver games on March 1 and 2.
Tickets are $38.95 and include a
hotel room in Laramie and tickets
to both games.
Buses will leave at 6:30 p.m.
Friday and return to Albuquerque after the Denver game Saturday night. Reservations may be
obtained by contacting Continental Trailways or purchasing tickets in the Union ticket office.

1i1UMPB
GO WITH THE LEADER

GO
TRIUMPH

I

AM APPROVED
FREE AIRPORT
TRANSPORTATION
COLOR TV "VAILAILE
QUEEN SIZE IEDS
IN ROOM DIALING
FREE SAUNA BATH
HEATED POOL
KITCHENETTES

200 C.C .. TO 650 C.C.

242-2757
All Major

1001
Credit Cards
Central N.E..
Accepted
Close to the University, Downtown
and the Airport.
Whre U.S. 66 and 1·2~ meet.

zona holds a 63-27 bulge in the
50 year old New Mexico-Arizona
series.
On the Lobos' side of the ledger,
Ron Nelson continues to set the
pace for New Mexico with a 19.5
scoring average and a sizzling
.817 per cent from the free throw
line. Nelson scored 22 points in
the Lobos' first game with Arizona this season.
Sanford is scoring 15.3 points
per game and is picking up 10.7
rebounds per game in conference
.play. Howard is third with a 14.9
average, Ron Becker is fourth
with a 10.2 average and Howie
Grimes is scoring 9.0 per contest.
LOBO COACH Bob King said
Monday that this week's competition could be the most important
for his team. "We've got three
conference games to pl~y and
three to win," King said.
New Mexico bas three conference games remaining on their
schedule. Only one, against Wyoming March 1, is on the road.
Utah, the co-holder of first place,
has three conference games remaining also, but all of them are
on the road.

Whichever team is able to pick
up three wins will be insured of
winning the league title. Two
wins by either team could also
clinch the title if the other drop·ped two games somewhere along
the way. If both teams win all
three .• !

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am

Your Think Green
r') Money
Man

"Sky's the limit"
for Variety
at

FRANK'S
DRIVE-IN
Delicious
Malts
Shakes
.. Holiday Treat..
Taco Burgers
Lomas at Washington.

4330 LOMAS N.E.

MOTORCYCLES

KNIT SHIRTS

•TEX-TAN •CANTERBURY
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UNM to Meet University of Arizona Tonight

In closmg, the c?ml!lfi1 SSit~ner
said, "Some of the JUSti ca .Ions
for intercollegiate athletics are
to teach fair play, discipline, and
respect for authority. We are not
attaining the potential of these
ideals "
·

Take 7 of 7 Events

UNM Gymnasts Defea·t
Ft. Lewis for Sixth Win

NEW MEXICO LOBO

AT
IWOFORSPORF
FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.

PHONE 265·6531

PHONE 255-4248
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U.S. Has Abandoned Great Society
(Continued from page 1)
American tradition of defiance of
the law, from Henry Thoreau on
the one hand to the vigilantes
and the lynch mobs on the other.
130 years ago Abraha~ Lincoln
spoke of "the increasing disregard for law which pervades the
country; the growing disposition
to substitute the wild and furious passions, in lieu of the sober
judgment of courts; and the worse
than savage mobs, for the executive ministers of justice."
OF COURSE, we are in a time
of tension in our country today.
Of course, our cities are a mess.
Of course, the· fellow citizens to
whom we have cruelly denied
constitutional rights for a hundred years and human rights for
centuries are at last demanding
what their citizenship had so
long theoretically guaranteed
them. Of course, the young are
angry. Of course, the intellectuals are critical. This is true
today and, thank heaven, it has
been largely true throughout our
history. The determination to
make reality live up to rhetoric
has been the great engine of
progress in the American system.
THE SICKNESS of American
society, in short, does not reside
in the existence of problems. Nor
does it reside in the existence of
discontent, ferment, and rebelliousness: this traditionally has
been the health of our society.
Our sickness resides rather in our
incapacity to deal effectively with
our problems an incapacity
which has begun to suffuse our
nation with an ominous sense of
importance.
That incapacity is not, I think,
the expression of some irremediable corruption in the American

Local Brothers

2 UNM Students
Win High Places
In Moth Contest
Two Albuquerque brothers finished high in this year's Putnam
Intercollegiate
Mathematical
Competition.
Robert L. Mercer, a senior at
UNM, finished 25th among 1,592
undergraduates from 286 colleges
and universities in the United
States and Canada. He won honorable mention, and is one of only
four seniors in the two countries
who made the top 100 in each of
the past three years.
His brother, Randall W. Mercer, a UNM freshman, finished
Within the top 500. Both made the
list of participants recommended
to graduate departments of mathematics.
The contest is a six-hour written text on 12 ehallenging problems prepared by a committee of
the Mathematical Association of
America.
Four other UNM students finished in the upper half of the
contestants. They are senior Robbert W. Myers and sophomores
Thomas A. Darden and William
C. Huffman, all of Albuquerque,
and sophomore James E. Grover
of Los Alamos.

Peace Corps
A former member of the Peace
Corps will speak at the Christian
Student Center, 205 University
Blvd. Friday, Feb. 26 at 7:30p.m.
He will speak allout his experiences with the Peace Corps dnr•
ing the two years he spent in
Northern Colombia. All students
and faculty members are invited
to attend.

system. It is rather, at bottom, a
response to the size and complexity of the institutions and issues
of our society. The individual
feels dwarfed and dominated by
the towering bureaucracies in
which he spends his life; he feels
baffled by the technical intricacy
of the problems which assail him;
he feels helpless; he begins to
conclude he cannot cope. When
millions feel they cannot cope,
society itself becomes sick.
YET, IN SPITE of this sense
of importance, we have been
steadily moving as a nation from
the days of Theodore Roosevelt
to meet the problems of our national community not fast
enough to abolish injustice, but
just. about fast enough to preserve social stability. President
Johnson's Great Society was only
the latest in a series of efforts to
make life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness real for all Americans. If the talent, passion and
resources of our government had
been devoted in the last thousand
days to the achievement of the
Great Society, I doubt whether
people would be talking about a
'sick society' now. We would not
have fully attained the Great
Society - we never will - but
we would have given the nation
a sense of movement and of purpose - a sense of being able to
cope with its problems.
INSTEAD, we have abandoned
the Great Society. The very
phrase has been banned at the
White House. The executive energies of our government no longer
go to civil rights, the war against
poverty, the rescue of our cities,
the humanization of our industrial state. These matters may
still linger in presidential messages and on legislative agendas.
But it is all perfunctory and empty. For our government 'has decided to place a low priority on
the effort to cope with American
problems. And it has done so, not
out of personal wickedness nor as
the ineluctable consequence of the
dynamics of a capitalist economy,
but because of a single unnecessary and ghastly folly, undertaken for high and conscientious
reasons-the decision to persist in
widening the war in Viet Nam.
The VietNam war has turned into an obsession with our leaders.
Everything else is sacrificed to it.
And, as Walter Lippmann has
observed, a nation can run only
one crusade at a time.
THE TROUBLE is not that
VietNam is a war. This country
has fought wars before. And it
has subordinated domestic reform
to the requirements of war before too; we did this in 1917 and
again in 1941. But we did it then
beeause our people believed in the
wars. The trouble today is that
Viet Nam is an unintelligible
war. It is that few people really
think that the future of America
is going to be determined by a
local contlict on the mainland of
Asia-and few are convinced by
the administration's insistence
that Hanoi and the Viet Cong are
the obedient instrumentalities of
a Chinese plan of aggression. Our
leaders have not even produced a
persuasive statement of our concern or a consistent definition of
our objectives. One day we are
told that we are fighting to assure the people of South Viet
Nam the right to decide their
own future; another that we are
fighting to prevent the expansion
of communism; another that we
are fighting to honor commitments which, on still another day,
we were told did not apply to
VietNam.
THE WAR in Viet Nam has
lui.d two signal consequences: one
material, the other spiritual. The
material consequence is that,
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Subscription Rates - ~4.50 per year
.$2.25 per semester

when we spend $3C. billion a year
in killing Vietnamese, we do not
feel we can spend a fraction of
that amount to meet our own
problems. The other, and the
more significant, is a loss of
faith in the rationality and responsibility of our leaders. The
older generation wonders why
their children defect from American society. The answer is plain
and self-evident: the young look
at authority in our land and find
nothing-no person, no policyto believe in. Our leaders make no
sense to them. They seem absurd.
And, because they use their authority to kill people, they seem
evil.
WE DO NOT yet have a sick
society. America ·as a nation is
responding strongly and eagerly
to the social realities of our time,
But we do, I think, have a sick
government - a government so
enveloped in its own fantasies
that it has lost its sense of proportion and priority. One cannot condemn this administration for the
involvement in Viet Nam; President Johnson inherited involvement as a result of the mistakes
and misconceptions of preceding
administrations. One cannot even
withhold condemnation for the
policy of widening the war; no
one could be sure in February
1965 whether bombing North Viet
Nam and sending combat units to
South VietNam might not bring
the war to an end and release us
from this ordeal.
BUT WE HAVE been pursuing
the escalation policy for nearly
three years. That policy has had
a full and fair trial. Now, after
a thousand days, after the death
of more than 13,000 American
soldiers and of countless Vietnamese, after the expenditure of
nearly $90 billion, after our increasing isolation in the world,
after the dangerous neglect of the
problems of our national community, after all the blood and
killing and waste and degradation, are we any closer to a solution than we were when we began ? Are we nearer to winning
the war? to establishing a healthy
society in South Viet Nam to
persuading the Vietnamese on our
side to work and fight with a hundredth of the zeal and dedication
of the Vietnamese who are against
us? to winning world confidence
in American purpose and world
support :for American action? Are
we not rather more deeply and
hopelessly mired in the quicksand?
"IT IS common sense to take
a method and try it," Franklin
Roosevelt once said. "If it fails,
admit it frankly and try another."
Americans are a pragmatic peo·ple. We believe in the process of
trial and error, of experimentation. But we also believe in heeding the results of experiment.
Health is the recognition of reality; sickness is the rejection of
reality - the persistence in fantasy at the expense of everything
else.
A man is sick when be thinks,
contrary to evidence, that he is a
great success, or when he believes
that everyone is plotting against
him. Such a man has withdrawn
from reality. A government is
sick when, contrary to evidence,
it continues to insist, year after
year, often in the same words,
that it has turned the corner to
victory, or when it begins to
ascribe principled disent to subversive conspiracy. Such a govern-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING BATES:

linl' ad., 65t--4 tim..,, $2.00. Insertiou
ment is in the process of with- (must
be submitted by noon on U:v befol'<!
drawing from reality. And so long publieatlon to Room 159, Student Publieaas our government today reshaP,es . tion• Buildillll', or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
reality to suit the needs of Its
HELP WANTED
Viet Nam obsession, so long it
will block the effort of our nation ARTISTS I I need aomoone with imuinatiol! and talent in a wide specJ;nlm of
to face up to our real problemsart skills. Work on :I'IIW own time. Inthe true problems of our security. . terested T Call 242-11914 ~ 5.
in Europe and Latin America, the IF YOU KNOW someone wbo forgot to
pick up IWo copy of the Thunderbird.
urgent problems of the future in.
l'<!mind him they are available at the
the schools, the slums, the ghettos
Union Check Room.
and the farms of our own land.
PERSONALS
VIETNAM is not the cause o'f' DO YOU know ,..,.,.. richiB nnder the
1967 Seleetive Serviee Law! For Inforthe "sickness" in our society. But
mation about draft counoelinJr write
Draft Information, Box <1038, AlbuquerVietNam has made it impossible
que, N.M. 87106.
for our society to deal with the
POETRY
WANTED for Poetry Antbolou.
sources of this sickness. There is
Include atamped envelope. Idlewild l'ubno sickness in our land tl!da,r
liaheJB, 543 Frederick, San Francillco,
California. 9Ul7.
which a rational sense of pnonties, a rational attention to real PERSONALITY POSTERS, l'Qchedellc,
Ski Posten A: Bmto111. If we don't
problems, could not cure. And,
have them, then :ron don't need them.
Send for Samploo A Lilt. JIADAK
in meeting real problems, as long
BUTl'ERFLY'S Gilt Shop, 46011 E.
ago on assuming the presidency
Colfax, Denver, Colo...tD 80%20.
Lyndon Johnson promised to do, RETURNED Peace Corpe volllllt.!ers <011•
our nation would generate a sense
tact Allee Goeak at 842-1882.
of purpose, belief, and exaltation
FOR RENT
which could still make this one of . SMALL UNFURNISHED two bedroom
the exciting and creative eras of
hawse near Univeilllb'. Reuonable. Heat
I< water !nrnlahed. Call 256-7767.
our history.
M .0 N D A ·Y:
Psychoanalyst NOTHING: .Juat a Janinder that the
Thunderbird lo out.
Erich Fromm finds America worUNH
CO.ED needs female :roomate 1n
shipping new idols in the conahare lal'8'e 2 bdnn. apt. in· Kcllenbnrk
cluding article in this series.
Apbl. About $50. per mol!th. Contact at

Foreign language
Proficiency level
Called Under Par
WASHINGTON
(CPS)-Although most college foreign language majors can learn to read
and write one language adequately, they still do not speak it
fluently.
In a study of 2,700 students who
graduated from college in 1905,
the average major in French,
Spanish, German, Italian, or Russian could speak the language he
was majoring in only slightly better than what the U.S. State Department's Foreign Service Institute calls "limited working
proficiency."
But except for Russian majors,
who made a poor showing overall, more than half the students
could read and write the language
they studied at a level the researchers considered satisfactory.
The study was conducted by a
research team from Harvard under a grant from the U.S. Office
of Education. About 24 per cent
of all 1965 seniors who majored
in those five languages were
teeted.
The study showed that the besttrained language graduates come
from larger colleges and universities, and that private institutions generally produced better
linguists than public ones. The
private schools' superiority is
partly a result of the fact that
students at the larger, private
schools spent more time abroad
than students at public schools.
The worst performances on the
tests came from thoee who plan
to teach foreign languages in high
school, while those who planned
to teach in college "were etrikingly superior," accoYding to Carroll.

Lobos Break 100, Tie School Record--See p. 6_

WANT ADS

2I8 Spruce NE after 5 p.m. 2/2L
FOR SALE
THE THUNDERBmD which ia a S8 1/ll
rpm record of poets nadlng is now
available free to atudenbl at the Union
Check Room. l'it:k your copy np toda)-.
JEEPSTER '49. New top, wil!doWJS, DPholater;v, cluct, tires, etc. Call 8428137.
FOR $0.00 you ean get your copy of the
Thunderbird at the Union Check Room.
Do it today 9 :(){)..5 :00.
BY OWNER. 3 bed.rm. den, fireplace, extra
lg. garage fully llnlahed w/b a: a/e,
work bench a: sink. Elec kitchen,
beautlrul carpets & clrapeo, 2 baths.
Conv. loan. Priced FHA appralaal. Ap.
prox. $3000. 'WiD handle. CaD momiDIIJI
or eves alter 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-5865.
1961 MATCHLESS 650cc road bike (G 1Z
Engine). "Featherbed" tn>e frame.
$350. Phone 247-8927 after 5. 161'1
Grand NE.
MOTORCYCLE. Suzuki, 1965 Model .lt
50cc. Helmet & raek included. Alm..t
new condition. Complete motor rebnild
recently. 'Price $130. CaD 296-6652 or
llfr. Wataon at 277-3S1L
1957 Chevy Wagon. VB, otandard tranamlulon. Call 24Z-8529. 2/26.
LOST
STUDENTS without th~ir copi"" of the
Thunderbird are loot. You can't find
younelf In t.b.b condltlon-11 you haYe
your copy. Get It now at the Union
Chck Room.
SMALL femAle cat. Long predomlnantbRre3' hair. Loot In ....,.. South or UNll.
Phone 247-DGI!S.
LARGE REWARD OFFERED far retnm
or wllvcr gray mlnlatul'<! French Poodle.
Loot near UNH campao on Tb1IDI4llllf,
Feb. 8. An:rone barilllt Information COD•
cernlng this pet pleue QIJ 247-970V
after 5 p.m. or zgg.1ssc
SERVICES
TYPING, Edltilll!, Proofreading, liT
home. One or aD oernes per!ormed
to :rour oP<cllleatlona. c.n 266-(841.

2/28

EXICO
Our Seventy-First Year of Ec!itorial Freedom
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U.S., Asia Futures Are Linked, Panelists Agree

By MELISSA HOWARD
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Revolutionary nationalism IS a
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.
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our m. ~rven 10n m which must be reckoned with, DulVIet Nam, but mihtary action les and Brown agreed.
ca~not resolve our problems,"
"COMMUNIST expansion is not
~a1d Dr. Foster Rl~ea Dulles, visit- the dominant force-it is revoluIJ?g ~M from Ohio State Univer- tionary nationalism embodying
s1ty thiS year.
violent reaction to American im. DR. DULLE.S called for a re- perialism," Dulles said. "It has
VJe;w ~f .Americ.an policy t_oward been ~sy for the Communist
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national governments. NatiOnalism is a vital force which we
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Umted States pohcy In Asia, Dulles said.
HE CALLED
for American
recognition. o~ the Peking government, admiSSIOn of Red China to
the United Nations, lifting of the
trade embargo against the Communist Chinese, expansion of cultural contacts with Peking and
·
'
support of natwnalism.
"Is it our aim to continue to
build up and aggravate hostilities

·
With Red China or to live in peace
with them~" he asked "Our pol
·
·
icy for 20 years has been to try
to isolate China. We must learn
to live in peace with Communist
China as with Soviet Russia and
we cannot unless we change our
fundamental policies," he asserted
·
BECAUSE
THE United States
(Continued on page 3)

Striking Teachers Explain
Grievances on Radio Panel
By DAN BRUMBELOW
The grievances of Albuquerque's striking classroom teachers were aired last night for an
hour on KUNM, campus FM radio station, Rl! New Mexico's first
such walkout in history gathered
steam.
Mrs. Margaret Dike, president
of the Bernalillo County Council
of the Parent-Teachers Association, and Charles Thompson, a
junior high school sicence teacher, represented the striking
teachers. The two appeared on
the "Public Eye," a weekly public-affairs program on KUNM.
Tom Dillon, news director at the
station, posed questions for the
two.
THE TEACHERS had asked
for a special session of the New
Mexico legislature to solve their
problems. Gov. David Cargo announced last night that instead a
state agency task force will be
called upon to deal with the problem.

Thompson, who is also on the
bargaining delegation for the
teacher's union, said that he met
with the governor last week to
attempt to solve the problem.
"The governor called us every
name in the book and laid all the
blame on the teachers," Thompson said, adding that he feels
this is not the case.
''THE STRIKE is a desperation measure," Thompson said.
"We are doing the worst at first
instead of studying the problem
for another couple of years," he
said.
(Continued on page 2)

THE SKY AROUND Albuquerque glowed eerily
last night, as the city's lights refiected off the
dense cloud cover after a heavy rainstorm. Lights
on in the first fioor of the UNM biology building
were repeated in the wet sidewalks and on the

yellowed grass. Yesterday was typical of spring
in New Mexico, with sunny skies and deceptively
high temperatures until sundown, when the wind
and rain arrived, bringing back a winter that has
already worn out its welcome. (Photo by Noland)

Where Are We Going? Fromm Asks
By ERICH FROMM
(This is the concluding artWle
in a series of articles by prominent Americans giving their views
on The Condition of the American

Spirit today. Tlz.c writers include
social critic Marya Mannes, FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover, historutn Arthur Schlesinge?· Jr.,
civil-rights leader Bayard Rustin,
Father James J. Kavanaugh,
novelfut Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy
Graham and psyeh.oanalyst Erich
Fromm.)
Within one century America's
power and her economic, .:political
and military resources have reached undreamed-of heights, and
there still seems no end in sight

Mr. s•s Pizza
is Fresh Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm

State Democrats

to this rise. Does the American
spirit show an equally impressive
and promising picture?
For those, and they are probably still the majority, for whom
the 'spirit' is nothing more than
the psychic attitude which makes
such economic and military success possible-energy, discipline,
responsibility, courage-the condition of the American spirit must,
by the very logic of . their premises, be highly satisfactory. But
there are many others-and their
number is increasing-who cannot quite forget the sentence of
the Bible: "What does it profit a
man if he gains the whole world
and loses his soul?" They realize
that the 'spirit' which serves rna-

terial production is not the same
as the 'soul'; that while the one
gains the other may lose.
A REVOLUTION has occurred,
as far-reaching, perhaps, as the
French or Russian revolutio:t;~
but slowly and without violence.
Except for the name "capitalism,"
or "private enterprise system,"
little has remained the same. The
small or medium-sized enterprise
is either disappearing or losing
in importance; giant enterprises,
owned in a legal sense by hundreds of thousands, but managed
by a small managerial class, dominate the American economy. (The

Faculty Members
Boost McCarthy Med School Dean Resigns
(Continued on page 2)
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When the Campus is dead,
And there just ain't life,
Come feast at Bob' sIn the Coffee shop or under the lights ...

SE

POPS FAULKNER was made an honorary lifetime member of the
Associated Students of UNM in a. special ceremony last night at University Arena. I•ops was born in 1885 and has been a loyal Lobo booster
f8r rnlll!.y years (no one knows how many years fM sure). Pops re·
ceived a UNM student identificati8R card from stiHient body president
Pl'O tempore Coleman Travelstead aJid then sat down aad watched the
Leboe beat AriZOIUI. (See story pa&'e 2.)

Some 50 UNM faculty members
now belong to the New Mexico
Democrats for Eugene McCarthy,.
says Mrs. Joseph Frank, secretary of the state organization.
Prof. Joseph Frank, chairman
of the UNM English department,
is leading the move on campus.
UNM students are also beginning
to organize under the leadership
of Reuben Valdez. Students have
been active, especially in distributing McCarthy campaign material during spring-semester registration.
"We have at least 500 members
around the state," says Mrs.
Frank, and adds that they are
collecting funds at :present to send
Sterling S. Black, state chairman,
(Continued on page 2)

Dr. Reginald H. Fitz, dean of the UNM School of Medicine for the
past seven years, has resigned that post effective June 30.
Dr. Fitz was the first person named to the medical faculty in 1961
after the state legislature approved the establishment of the School o1
Medicine.
UNM President Tom L. Popejoy and President-elect Ferrel Heady,
in announcing the resignation, cited Dr. Fitz's "fine leadership in the
development of the School of Madicine."
Under Dr. Fitz's deanship the school was established as a two-year
medical school and later won legislative approval for a full, four-year
program. The first class of .students will graduate this year.
Dr. Fitz said he was stepping down from the administrative position because "I have always viewed my primary job as the organization and initial development of the School of Medicine. That phase
of the school's progress has been completed, and while I am sure there
will be many more interesting developments in the future, I have
never envisioned myself as staying indefinitely in a position of continuing administration."
Dr. Fitz said that he may stay on the.faculty as a profeuor of medicine after July 1, but that his plans at the moment are indefinite.
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